All material data – in just one app:
HOMAG’s materialManager creates transparency.
Material diversity means data diversity. Both are on the increase and require solutions for greater efficiency and transparency, such as
HOMAG’s materialManager. Using this app, you can centralize all your panel material data in one location. Always available. Simple, mobile
access – via tapio.

Your benefits at a glance
Virtual materials hub

Open for all materials

materialManager basic allows you to manage up to 100 different

materialManager can record and manage all panel materials – regardless

panel materials in one app. Together with all the data and processing

of the manufacturer. All you have to do is enter the material data from the

information required for the production process. Outlook: other materials

manufacturer’s catalog or scan* the material code on the packaging or

will soon be added, for example, your edging materials. The aim is to

label. You then add a unique material name. Done!

enable you to manage all your materials in this one app in future.
Automatic data copying
Order and transparency

In future it will be possible to copy the material data stored in

The data stored in materialManager is clearly structured and well

materialManager quickly and directly to the desired application, for

organized. That promotes transparency.

example, Cut Rite, intelliDivide or CADmatic.

On the web or via app
materialManager can be used on any end device with internet access.
On the go via app on tablets with Android operating system, and via web
browser on a desktop computer.
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* Possible for materials from tapio partners who have stored their material data.
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Record, manage and retrieve data.
All with a single app.

Selecting material from stock

Adding new material

materialManager shows you all the panel materials stored for your

Your can record new material comfortably by entering the data

company in a clear overview. Once you have found the material

via keyboard on a computer with the web app. Simply enter all

you are looking for, you can select it simply by tapping on it.

the required data once. Done. Alternatively, you can scan* the
material code on the packaging or label and load the data directly
from tapio.

Retrieving detailed material data

Copying data

In the details view, you can see all the information, such as type

You can copy the data set for the selected material from

of material, length, width, thickness and finish, at a glance. For

materialManager directly to the desired HOMAG application.

accurate material selection.

No matter whether CADmatic, Cut Rite or intelliDivide, the data
is compatible with the digital HOMAG applications named.
More to follow shortly.
For more information visit www.tapio.one
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